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Desiderius wanted complete affirmation of the demise of the 9 Anchors so that in the 
future, the Ancestors of these Planes couldn't do what Noah was doing and reverse this 
process! 

He had waited for many years. 

He had planned and accounted for many things. 

He knew that the True Emperor of an Age was granted a unique connection to Reality 
when they took the Throne as it was the Key to Reality! 

But this was it. 

A Key of a Plane of Existence. 

Existences that momentarily has access and controlled their Planes were special, but 
the power they would be able to exert was not something Desiderius was worried about! 

He was affirming the extent of this power now as when his visage erupted with Seas of 
NULLITY, the authority of Reality moved as it was ushered by the True Emperor of 
Quintessence. 

A plane's authority was something undeniable when utilized to an extent, but it could not 
be called upon too many times. 

The more one used it, the less of it they had access to, and the fewer times it could be 
utilized again! 

Desiderius's move to critically eviscerate the Niflheim Dimension was two-fold. 

He felt an incandescence of white light flash out as an undeniable authority descended 
upon him before he released the waves of NULLITY. 

An authority that even if he resisted with his Boundaries, he may have been able to 
delay it as ultimately, its effect would still be achieved as this was the focused authority 
of the very Plane he was in! 

So he didn't fight it. 



WAP! 

The authority wrapped around him and expelled him from the Minor Plane he stood on 
as an instant later..he found himself in a space with unstable decaying Laws of Nature 
as it seemed to be..the Major Plane of Existence that he was remaining in the folds of 
for so long! 

But it wasn't. 

"Haha, a slightly clever one.." 

Desiderius laughed as he ascertained his location. 

He was moved from the Niflheim Dimension and not into just any other position in space 
of the Desolate Mausoleum, but a branching Parallel Path of this Plane that was 
undergoing destruction! 

An Apocalyptic Parallel Path! 

The authority of the Plane that the True Emperor had access to could be enforced 
within the plane itself as this being would never be able to pass through the walls of this 
Plane to somehow expel Desiderius from it. He could only exert this Authority within the 
Plane as he had used it in a unique manner to send Desiderius into an Apocalyptic 
Parallel Path that would take just a little longer for him to traverse and return to the Main 
Path! 

"But that is once that you have utilized this Authority... how many more times do you 
have left?" 

WAA! 

The Keys that gained access to the authority of a Plane had limited Authority that would 
be used up after an extent! 

So the True Emperor of Quintessence..may only be able to utilize his authority twice or 
three more times before he could no longer exert control on his Plane of Existence. 

When that happened... 

"It will be yet another point in time that I have to break a Key..." 

His black eyes were filled with age as space ruptured before him, stepping into it and 
beginning to traverse out of this Parallel Path as he linked to the VOID he had 
established on the Main Path and returned to it. 



Over the eons, he had controlled the rise and fall of many Keys in many different 
instances. 

Some keys followed him to attain a glorious path under the banner of the NOBLESSE, 
while other keys were misjudged in the extent of their standing as they would be broken 
and discarded. 

This would just be another one added to a long line of broken keys! 

- 

Bursts of immense authority surged as in the location where the Niflheim Dimension 
used to be, a stark blank void stretched out endlessly. 

One of the three chances of Displacement of an Anchor was utilized as what remained 
of the Source of Nifiheim was taken away, with Noah chucking the figure of Desiderius 
far away into the myriad of Parallel Paths of these Planes of Existence! 

The Niflneim Dimension itself was displaced into the vastness of the Gourmandizing 
Dimensional Reality- with a fantastical scene of the fabric of this Dimension being 
devoured within an instant by this construct as it was restructured to be born above the 
Prana Dimension. 

A stellar view could now be seen as while countless multicolored Cosmos spun freely in 
a cluster within the Gourmandizing Dimensional, the dazzling colors of the Dream, 
Avalon, Apollyon, Prana, and a forming Niflheim Dimension could be seen. 

5 Dimensions. 

5 Minor Planes of Existence! 

Noah had connected them to his construct at such a speed as even at this moment, he 
felt like he had to move even faster. 

The words of Desiderius were not wrong. 

His power- no matter how rapidly he had obtained it and how stupendous it was, it was 
not enough against this being. 

He had to make choices quickly on his direction to grow, as well as the Realm his 
direction would take! 

And on the path of his Realm, he knew that it was connected to the 9 Dimensions that 
he attained 5 of. 



It was connected to the 9 Dimensional Chassis as it was stated before that they would 
show the path forward! 

So he had to attain all 9 Dimensions under him no matter what. 

Then, there came his development in concepts. 

His Boundaries! 

At this moment in time, his Main Body continued to surge with maddening waves of 
power as after the usage of the Decuplicated Natural Decretum Seeds, all 9 Natural 
Laws and 6 Natural Laws of Nature were completely understood by him. 

And with the constant expansion of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality, 
Manadynamics, Entropy, Providence, and Relativity were among the Fundamental 
Natural Laws already bound to him as now- he even began the binding of Continuity 
and Isochronism! 

Fantastical concepts that opened up Noah's mind to many more possibilities as their 
boosts stood on their own pedestal. 

He had done all of this...but he still didn't get to where he needed to be! 
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Since what he had done was still not enough, it meant that it was time to expand even 
further. 

And due to his nature, he already had the resources available to him! 

On the aspect of the True Throne of Quintessence, the words of Desiderius were 
somewhat accurate, but also not. 

He was able to reach the stage of Four Boundary Layers of Loot and even the first 
Layer of the Boundary of Quintessence while still..having enough residual authority of 
this Age to possibly expand Loot or Quintessence one more time, or start the initiation 
of two, or even possibly three new Boundaries depending on just how obscene they 
were! 

This was his prize for attaining the True Throne of Quintessence. 



The capability to have opened multiple Boundaries or reach a high stage of a singular 
Boundary that others would take billions of years of hard work or a ridiculous amount of 
treasures to do so! 

At this moment, he just had to choose which path he took. 

And Noah had many things that could influence his decision before he made it. 

He had millions of Quintessential Treasure Caches that had yet to be opened, and 
these Caches always provided treasures that Noah needed the most at that time! 

When it came to this, Noah wanted to have an even tighter control of this definition. 

Many thoughts surged in his mind as his Will formed a corporeal self that came to gaze 
upon his Expansive Space that was filled with Treasure Caches from the Tribunal 
Rulers, Ancestral Descendants from the Prana Dimension, and even now there were 
increasing Quintessential Treasure Caches as Noah's Clones moved against the 
Ancestral Descendants in the Fantasia and Mirror Dimensions! 

Noah's will gazed at all of these clones as his Aeonic Soul lit up with authority as he 
made something clear. 

<What I need the most at this moment..are only things relating to Boundaries!> 

WAA! 

He was altering and focusing on what came out of the Quintessential Treasure Caches 
to focus on a single concept at this moment. 

Boundaries! 

This was because as always, he was short on time while his enemies were moving 
speedily. 

He had to finish assimilating the Mirror and Fantasia before any new surprises arose, 
and he had to be capable of preventing Desiderius from destroying any Dimensions 
whenever he returned! 

It was why at this time, he came under the influence of the Time Dilation of the 
Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

His thoughts processed and computed everything at shocking rates per nanosecond as 
in the already dilated time, he wanted to once more make grand changes. 

He had done it before. 



He had taken an instant..and expanded it to as much time as he needed! 

While everything else was brought to a halt or brought to an unimaginably slow pace! 

In this instant of time, he wanted to figure out the direction forward, as well as what the 
Loot from high tier enemies would do for him. 

With what he needed the most clearly defined, the millions of Quintessential Treasure 
Caches began to open! 

Over 7.5 Million Golden Quintessential Treasure Caches that were obtained from the 
NULLITY Beast Legions that reached such a number, and a small portion from the 
Undead Legions of the Ancestral Descendants. 

They shone with golden splendor the most as one by one, they began to open. 

To grant Noah what he needed the most right now! 

<1x Golden Boundary Modulator has been obtained.> 

<1x Golden Boundary Modulator has been obtained.> 

<1x Golden Boundary Modulator has been obtained...> 

A Golden Quintessential Treasure Cache opened, and a single Loot came from it. 

Another Golden Quintessential Treasure Cache opened, and the same Loot stemmed 
from it! 

Not a Shard of the Boundary of IMMORTALITY or DEATH, not a Shard of any particular 
Boundary..but a type of a Boundary Modulator! 

When Noah gazed at it, he saw a dew drop shaped brilliance of utter halcyon glory as it 
seemed to constantly be changing its state of matter. 

The light of a pristine treasure leaked from it as anyone even looking at such Loot would 
want to take it and devour it right then and there! 

HOOONG! 

Noah's Expansive Space lit up with brilliance as such Loot began to fill up the 
surroundings by thousands as the millions of Golden Quintessential Treasure Caches 
began to open. 

All other possible Loot were sacrificed for this Loot when opening this Cache as it was 
considered what Noah needed the most! 



So of course, his eyes hungrily sought for its details. 

<Golden Boundary Modulator>:: A Quintessential Loot that arose from the accumulation 
of sheer will and the fruits of the Boundary of Loot. The very existence of a being was 
broken down, multiplied in quantity and quality as everything went towards producing 
this Loot. It allows an existence with at least 10 Aeonic Soul Values to modulate a 
concept towards becoming an established Boundary that is seeking EXTREMITY. It 
depends on the selected concept, but a minimum of 100,000,000 Golden Boundary 
Modulators are required before a concept can be established as a Boundary. A Golden 
Boundary Modulator is only applicable for Planar Boundaries, with those seeking to 
advance from the First Boundary Layer to the Second Boundary Layer of a Planar 
Boundary requiring ten times as many Golden Boundary Modulators as the First Layer. 
Achieving the Third Boundary Layer with Golden Boundary Modulators is nearly 
impossible as a faster way may just be to refine a concept with your Aeonic Soul until 
you raise it to the stage of a Boundary, or have boundless epiphanies on your fingertips 
to begin exceeding future Boundary Layers... 

"..." 

A fantastical Loot. 

And one that... 

<I can multiply this in quantity, Master.> 

HUUUM! 

A smile became etched on Noah's lips as he heard the Will of RUINATION. 

A treasure capable of establishing Boundaries appeared before him through the 
grandeur of Loot as now, his choices increased just a little as he wondered. 

Which concepts would be ideal to establish as Boundaries? Which concepts to elevate 
past the First Boundary Layer?! 
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Noah had an overabundance of choices as now, he had the means to make it possible! 

This was because as the few million Golden Quintessential Treasure Caches opened, a 
Golden Boundary Modulator came from each of them. 



Just the sheer fact that this was made possible by Noah was astonishing- purely due to 
the fact that these Treasure Caches came from NULLITY Beast mainly who were only 
drenched in the Essence of NULLITY and not truly touched anywhere near its 
Boundary. 

All of these were the boons of Increased Loot Quantity and Quality under his Boundary 
of Loot! 

In the Expansive Space, over 7.5 Million Golden Quintessential Treasure Caches would 
open..and 7.5 Million Golden Boundary Modulators would come. 

And as they came out of the Caches, the Will of RUINATION nearby effortlessly tugged 
upon the authority of Noah's Aeonic Soul and Foundation to seamlessly begin 
multiplying all of these Golden Boundary Modulators by 10! 

So from this alone, Noah would attain 75 Million Golden Boundary Modulators. 

Only 25 Million would be left over as this number..Noah expected it to be covered by the 
Obsidian and Crimson Quintessential Treasure Caches. 

And mind you, all of this was just initial Loot as the numbers from Fantasia and Mirror 
Dimensions had yet to come in, nor any of the potential Loot from Elysium and 
Quantum Dimensions! 

When thinking of this, Noah couldn't help but reflect on Yvonne as truly..it was a big loss 
to not be able to turn that Ancestral Descendant Commander into a Cache. 

He just had to make sure Desiderius didn't kill Hideyoshi, Katya, and the one known as 
Theseus before he faced them. 

All for the sake of..well, Loot, yes- but also to gain enough strength to stand against the 
being wishing to destroy the Anchors he was too deeply connected to! 

"Alright..." 

His Will moved again as the massive and dazzling 57 Obsidian Quintessential Treasure 
Caches now began to open. 

<50,000x Golden Boundary Modulators have been obtained.> 

<50,000x Golden Boundary Modulators have been obtained...> 

57 beautifully identical prompts rained down as golden dew drop shaped treasures 
gushed out with grandeur, Noah feeling joy and pain at the same time as he had the 
expectation of the next level of Boundary Modulators to come out of the Obsidian 
Quintessential Treasure Caches! 



But all he received was an explosion in number as a single one was equivalent to the 
results of 50,000 Golden Quintessential Treasure Caches, granting Noah potentially 
over 28 Million Golden Boundary Modulators after RUINATION Decuplicated them. 

This..was the establishment of a single Boundary secured as he now had the full 100 
Million Golden Boundary Modulators. 

A choice could now be made on a Boundary. 

And Noah truly had an extravagant amount of choices. 

Among them..were things that the Ancestors of these Planes abandoned and 
suppressed long ago. 

The concepts that they wanted to rank even below Golden Planar Boundaries due to 
how hard they were to expand towards EXTREMITY and the strictness they held. 

The Natural Laws of Reality. 

The Laws that Bound this Plane and the Existences within it! 

Noah had a hunch...that their ranking as the lowest Boundaries was misplaced. 

That if an existence like him who had bound the Natural Laws instead of being bound by 
them..he might have entirely different results! Especially if he took the Binding of the 
Sources of Nature from half bound to full binding! 

"Hmm.." 

But this was a conjecture. 

There were many other conjectures. 

He needed to narrow it all down! 

So he reflected within himself as he asked. 

"Which decision shall pave the way to the greatest loot?" 

WAA! 

The Boundary of LOOT rose in authority as the authority of the Boundary of 
QUINTESSENCE also reacted strongly! 

Boundaries, when raised to a great enough level- could replace concepts that had 
foresight like Destiny and Providence. 



Some could be risen to terrifying enough levels that their effect..could cover a whole 
Plane of Existence just like the move Desiderius enacted with the VOID! 

Boundaries provided feedback towards those taking them towards Extremity. 

And the truly special Boundaries were those that could guide their holder at an early 
stage, setting up the best possible Paths to take in order to achieve Extremity. At this 
moment, Noah's 2 Boundaries resonated with him as wondrously..they didn't show the 
path that would take them to the next Boundary Layer. 

Quintessence didn't see it as the best possible path to take it to the Second Boundary 
Layer, and nor did Loot see it as the best possible path to take it to the next Boundary 
Layer! 

Among the many conjectures Noah had surging in his head, both of these Modus 
Operandi settled on one path. 

There were many to take as each may provide astonishing results, but one particular 
path was showing the possibility of unbelievable glory and majesty! 

It wasn't that Noah's 2 current Boundaries of Loots and Quintessence could discern the 
future- they could just innately sense what would be best for them to head towards 
EXTREMITY! 

And this choice actually lay in the enactment of another Boundary. 

And the concept that Loot and Quintessence directed Noah to... 

HUUUM! 

Coursed through his body in stellar waves and volumes. 

And it coursed through the bodies of his Clones that were intricately connected to the 
Minor Planes of Existence within the Barren Lands. 

It coursed through his son who shone with boundless potential. 

It pulsed with life force and held a tremendous amount of swirling ecritures of 
VITALITY..it was Noah's Blood! 

"Blood." 

WAA! 

Noah uttered as his 10 Sanguine Clones amidst their duties shuddered and gazed 
towards a certain direction momentarily. 



An area of no specific coordinates that nobody else in the Barren Lands could access. 

The Source of Reality that held Noah's main body that was seated on the True Throne 
of Quintessence! 

The tremendous Will and Soul of the True Emperor found his next path as he didn't 
question his intuition. 

He didn't question the very same concepts that made him and got him where he was 
today! 

If Blood was the best possible path, then even if he didn't know what may come..it had 
to be the best path! 
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Even if he didn't know what the results would be, the path had to be right! 

The only thing he would do..is act to make it happen. 

<Come.> 

His Will emanated out with grandiosity as he beckoned towards the Golden Boundary 
Modulators that had undergone multiplication by RUINATION. 

They looked like holy lights of dew drops shining with grandiosity that no common being 
should touch, but multicolored plasmic radiance swirled around Noah on his Throne, his 
mouth opened and began to devour the vibrant Golden Boundary Modulators en masse. 

As he devoured them, they transformed into a fantastical authority that built up in his 
body, seeking for direction as soon after..he granted it! 

Coursing through his Aeonic Quintessential Kainos Empyral Foundation, coursing 
through his ancient vessels that looked like Celestial pathways of sparkling light...it was 
his Blood that the Unique authority from the Golden Boundary Modulators was directed 
to! 

This in itself..was an utterly unique point that Noah didn't think too much about. 



The concepts of Death, Karma, Destiny, or Loot were concepts that were expanded into 
Boundaries- these concepts wrapping around the Souls of those expanding them as 
there was a positive feedback of strengthening between the two parties. 

But Blood..was not just a concept. 

It flowed through Noah. 

It granted him life force and was part of the foundation that made him who he was! 

When he began to expand this Boundary, he wasn't just expanding and elevating a 
concept that would be bound to his soul- but taking his very real coursing Blood towards 
EXTREMITY! 

HOOONG! 

Was Noah the first to expand a Boundary related to Blood? Of course, the answer was 
no. 

There were countless Existences Across Eons, an unknown number of Minor and Major 
Planes of Existence, and the vastness of the Havens of Extremity that we couldn't even 
fathom currently. 

There were many, many others who had expanded the Boundary of Blood and built 
upon this concept! 

But none of them were Noah. 

None had the added features of having the concept of the Sanguine Emperor paired up 
with a Bloodline that was defining the very Age of a Plane of Existence. 

Quintessential Kainos Emperor. 

This was his Bloodline! 

Quintessential! 

Noah..did not just have his Blood flowing through his veins, he also had the concept of 
Quintessence flowing through it! 

He had Quintessence surging across his very vessels! 

The Boundary of Blood that he expanded towards EXTREMITY...would be vastly, 
unbelievably, and equivocally much different compared to what others had done over 
the eons. 



After all, with the factor of Quintessence coursing through it- it had to be the most ideal 
and perfect example for others to follow and gaze upon! 

HOOONG! 

Booming drums of power and horns sounding out a glorious symphony began to 
emanate. 

Millions of Golden Boundary Modulators were devoured by him as on top of all this...his 
Will moved to call upon another Treasure he had gained in the last day. 

It..bundles of ancient looking crystalline Cosmos containing Blood of myriads of color 
within. 

It was the Loot containing the ZENITH Lineages he had obtained from the Infinite 
Forge! 

He called to devour them now as in the process of expanding this concept of Blood 
towards EXTREMITY, why not devour all the ZENITH Lineages and see if this 
compounded process would be enough to pierce the unbreakable wall of Zenith? 

All the pieces fell into place. 

Even though he was still resonating with the Fundamental Treasures of Nature and the 
Source of Reality, his Main Body proceeded to undergo another Fundamental change 
as his very Lineage advanced upwards. 

ZENITH! 

What could possibly exceed a lineage that was at the very peak of Existence? 

It was a nearly impossible task to try and accomplish as even for Noah, he should have 
taken a great deal of time by his standards! 

Yet when he undertook the action of advancing his Bloodline forward while at the critical 
moment he expanded the limits of his very Blood... 

Fantastical opportunities opened up. 

Like a viscous multicolored stellar river, his Blood flowed across his vessels as prompts 
began to rise. 

<After the transformation of the Aeonic Quintessential Kainos Empyral Foundation, your 
Bloodline has once more begun to advance past ZENITH.> 



<The advancement of your Bloodline past ZENITH is resonating with the expansion of 
your Blood towards EXTREMITY.> 

<Your Blood has begun sublimating with your Aspects of Existence.> 

HUUM! 

Apart from the vessels it normally spread through. 

Away from the established cycle it always had. 

New pathways of vessels began to form as they were illusory in nature! 

But they expanded from the countless vessels on his body and branched out towards 
his established 9 Dimensional Realities. Towards his Origin! 

THUMP! 

Intricate multicolored illusory lines spread down from the resplendently shining golden 
Elysium Dimensional Reality and cascaded past Fantasia and Quantum Dimensional 
Realities, and they continued further down as they twirled around the shining 
Ascendancy Stanchions and Reality Passages across these Dimensional 
Layers..heading all the way down and connect to the very first layer that was the Dream 
Dimensional Reality. 

THUMP! 

The vessels pumped as blood gushed through them and caused the Dimensional 
Realities to shine with even greater brilliance. 

His Origin..shone with the magisterial brilliance! 

Then there was his Soul remaining as these vessels were already established 
throughout his body. His Aeonic Soul..had already pervasively covered all of Noah's 
Aspects of Existence as at this juncture, more illusory connections of Vessels bloomed 
as if they were anchoring Noah's soul and intricately gaining access to it as well! 

Throughout all of Noah's Aspects of Existence, Blood freely began to overflow as tens 
of Millions of the Golden Boundary Modulator were infusing his Blood with unknown 
wonder. 

And after Noah devoured the mystical circular crystalline Cosmos holding ZENITH 
Lineages along with this... 

<Your Bloodline has reached the True Zenith.> 



<The Barrier that cannot be easily exceeded past ZENITH has been torn as your very 
Blood has taken a step towards EXTREMITY!> 

<Your Lineage is transcending its restrictions and limitations to reach past ZENITH.> 

<A PLANAR Lineage is being born!> 
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Planar. 

Something at the scale of a Plane of Existence! 

Exceeding ZENITH allowed one to achieve such a level as they turned their Bloodline 
into something that could last as long as a Plane of Existence..and had the pristine 
grandeur of one as well. 

The capabilities for such a lineage were unimaginable! 

A stellar crimson light of blood painted over a myriad of colors emanated throughout 
Noah's body and released waves of incandescence throughout the Source of Reality. 

His Lineage began to rise up towards a fantastical level as he..was not the only one. 

Within the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. 

Inside a Cosmos dedicated as a Domain Space to grow Spiritual Fruits and Herbs, 
Amelia Osmont was floating at the center of expansive orchards of Primordial Apples as 
her hands emanated a golden glow towards the fields below that caused them to 
sparkle with even more radiance. 

The figure of Little Henry could be seen not too far away as he tore across the folds of 
space while sparring with the Blue Slime and the Emperor Penguin, the scene being a 
picture of serenity amidst the chaos reigning outside of this location! 

Everything was serene until an instant later, the figures of Little Henry and Amelia 
Osmont came to a halt as a blinding grandeur of light exploded from their bodies! 

An aura so pristine and untouchable that the spiritual herbs and fruits below trembled 
while beginning to undergo mutations. 



A light so fantastical as it was the effects of the Lineage of the Quintessential Kainos 
Emperor taking yet another step! 

Yet the change this time was too profound. 

HOOONG! 

Crimson gold webs erupted out around the bodies of Noah's mother and son as they 
became wrapped in a cocoon, their bodies undergoing Fundamental transformations as 
for the level of a Planar Boundary...it wouldn't be a surprise if those directly connected 
to the Quintessential Kainos Emperor formed a type of Aeonic Foundation! 

Their Aspects of Existence underwent a change as light years away on another Cosmos 
that was filled with glaciers and ice, the Frozen Queen was at the head of a dining table 
with an array of truly beautiful women who were eating and talking, Barbatos being the 
most rowdy on the table as even her resonant voice had to come to a halt soon after as 
she and all the others felt an undeniable aura of majesty emanated from Adelaide. 

Her eyes erupted with a grandeur of a Quintessential Lineage as even though she 
wasn't of direct Lineage to the Quintessential Kainos Emperor, she had carried his 
Lineage in her belly for many years! 

A vast number of beings held a connection to the Quintessential Kainos Emperor, but 
she was among the closest as she also began to undergo a transformation, albeit on a 
smaller scale. 

But even she wasn't alone in this. 

HOONG! 

The body of Barbatos also began to shine, along with Athena, Valentina, Elena..all the 
existences that Noah had been intricately connected to through Dual Cultivation over 
many years in a dilated time span within regions of the Gourmandizing Dimensional 
Reality- all of them also began transforming as they held the Essence of the 
Quintessential Kainos Emperor coursing through them! 

Those closest to Noah like his direct Lineage began to feel the effects of a Planar 
Lineage being born as the effect reduced the further down one went, and one must not 
forget one last crucial connection. 

A connection of the Soul between the Quintessential Kainos Emperor and his Vassals. 

A Planar Lineage covered all aspects of one's existence as it had tightly bonded to 
Noah's soul. 



The portions of souls he received from the countless beings who pledged fealty to 
him..they pulsed with grandiosity as well. 

It meant that across the vast Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality, across its countless 
Cosmos and domain spaces, across the recently established Dimensions..all Vassals 
that had pledged fealty felt a transformation bud within their very souls. 

It was at a much smaller scale than those at the very peak of the connection, but to the 
masses..it was something Fundamental and life changing as they would all be reborn in 
terms of talent, fate, power, and Providence! 

The boons of the budding Planar Lineage were already so comprehensive as such a 
scale as when it came to the being they centered around? 

<Your Quintessential Kainos Emperor Lineage has achieved the stage of a Planar 
Lineage.> 

<The Advancement of your Lineage is closely connected to the expansion of a 
Boundary towards EXTREMITY.> 

<An Irreversible Nexus Association has formed between your Lineage and the budding 
Boundary of Blood!> 

<Your Planar Lineage has fundamentally redefined your Aspects of Existence.> 

Prompts were grandly cascading through Noah's mind as his own transformation was 
continuing while the last 10 Million Golden Boundary Modulators were being devoured 
to grant him the First Layer of this Boundary. 

A Layer that the oment it was achieved..would allow for the effects of the Boundary of 
Quintessence to kick in as the Boundary of Blood would instantly arrive at two Boundary 
Layers! 

But the Boundary was yet to be fully born. 

Yet the boosts that came to the Lineage this Boundary was irreversibly connected to... 

<Your Lineage understands you the most and has geared its future path and features 
with boons that fit you the most.> 

Quintessence reigned as Noah's Lineage truly stood by its name and distinction. 

<The Planar Lineage of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor allows you to traverse 
towards EXTREMITY with a +50% Increased Rate of Progression. Any Resources 
required to exceed a Boundary Layer are absolutely reduced by half.> 



<The Feature of Quintessential Epiphany has been born in your Planar Lineage, making 
your Aeonic Soul capable of entering epiphanies at will to comprehend the nature of 
Reality and refine possible concepts into Boundaries, or take established Boundaries 
closer towards Extremity.> 

...! 

The prompts for the boons of his Lineage reaching Planar had only just begun as Noah 
understood why Loot and Quintessence steered him towards the path of Blood. 

It was at the end..still for their own benefits as at this juncture, Noah could traverse 
towards EXTREMITY at a fantastically faster pace! 
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One must realize..anything capable of actively rising one's Boundary towards 
EXTREMITY was treated as a rare and unobtainable treasure that countless Lineages 
sought in the Havens of Extremity. 

Being innately capable of going towards EXTREMITY at a faster pace than others..this 
was something others dreamed of as it was only a possibility of extremely rare Lineages 
like the NOBLESSE! 

Like those who had Innate Boundaries! 

Such a boon from his Lineage caused Noah to instantly focus on the establishment of a 
concept into a Boundary as all 100 Million Golden Boundary Modulators were devoured 
at this juncture, the allure of a magnificent Crimson light filling everything. 

<The Obsidian Planar Boundary of BLOOD has been expanded by authority of 100 
Million Golden Boundary Modulators.> 

<The effect of the First Boundary of QUINTESSENCE is applied.> 

<2 Boundary Layers were exceeded on the path of BLOOD.> 

WAA! 

Profundity lay before him with utmost wonder as it seemed like things were just 
beginning. 



<The Obsidian Planar Boundary of BLOOD is linked to your Planar Quintessential 
Kainos Emperor Lineage as one of the conditions to obtain an Innate Boundary has 
been met.> 

<When another unknown requirement is met, the Planar Boundary of BLOOD will 
instantly be elevated to an Innate Boundary.> 

...! 

Majesty. 

Pure, unadulterated majesty lay before his eyes as grand possibilities that the past 
Ancestors when they were just stepping out from the Barren Lands would have died 
with envy just to see! 

The Boundary of Blood was a Planar Boundary, but it had the chance to become an 
Innate Boundary similar to what made the NOBLESSE so powerfull 

Noah did not know what the condition would be, but he knew he would grasp it in due 
time as he elevated the majesty of this Boundary ever higher. 

Knowledge of the wonders of the Boundary Layers of Blood flowed in his mind as he 
paused the prompts for the transformation of his Lineage. 

<The First Boundary Layer of BLOOD>(Passive):: Uniquely geared to match the 
Quintessential Kainos Emperor, this passive Boundary Layer grants the boons of 
Aeonic Hemokinesis- a feature that allows you to aeonically manipulate your Blood and 
the Blood of your targets that cannot withstand the authority of this Boundary. To 
oneself, Aeonic Hemokinesis can be utilized in an active fashion to spur the Blood 
within your Body to further optimize your power, granting you +100% to All Aeonic 
Parameter Values momentarily. This augmentation is ever changing over time as 
multiple factors of your Blood and Lineage will decide how high it can go. To enemy 
targets, a similar but opposite effect can be achieved as if the target is weak enough, 
even Aeonic Marionette Control of their very Aspects of Existence is possible. The 
applications of Hemokinesis vary, and are not limited to but include Thermovariance, 
Bloodline Manipulation, Aeonic Sanguine Combustion... 

A comprehensive and astonishing level of the manipulation of Blood was granted as 
Noah's mind was filled with countless possibilities. 

Possibilities he wanted to implement right away as the Second Boundary Layer of Blood 
also showed itself! 

<The Second Boundary Layer of BLOOD>(Passive):: The Blood of Existences carries 
their signature and very being. As someone extremely proficient with Blood, you are 
able to draw upon the very signature of beings through their Blood as if you devour the 



Blood of enough Existences holding a certain Boundary, you will be able to replicate the 
First Layer of this Boundary. Bypass the countless epiphanies. Bypass years of Aeonic 
Soul Refinement. Bypass countless treasures. Achieve everything simply by devouring 
countless volumes of Blood... 

...! 

Astonishing grandiosity lay before Noah's eyes as his path for the future had a solid 
bedrock being laid down! 

Simply devour the Blood of multiple existences holding certain a boundary as after 
devouring sufficient volumes of Blood, he would attain the First Layer of that Boundary. 

It meant not turning everything into Quintessential Treasure Caches, but it seemed like 
a much faster way to gain expanded concepts of Boundaries! 

There were so many features expanded into that he wanted to see their application right 
away. 

And even though he was in an instant of time that he was stretching out as much as he 
could, time was still moving! 

His transformation due to his Lineage was still occurring right now as he felt his Aspects 
of Existence continue their elevation. 

So while all of this occurred..he wanted to see the application of this new Boundary. 

So the vastness of his Will focused towards a Dimensional Reality where his True 
Sanguine Clones that were transformed into Dimensional Chassis moved in. 

He gazed at the Fantasia Dimension first where a few dozen Ancestral Descendants 
under Hideyoshi were facing them- these existences giving off a terrifying glint of 
physicality and power as they faced Noah's Prana Dimensional Chassis with somber 
faces! 

This was because when he had appeared, they could feel his power akin to an 
Ancestral Commander. 

Power that a moment later began to explode upwards and scale towards an even 
greater value! 

"HO!" 

The Ancestral Descendant leading the forces of the True Emperor of Fate bellowed out 
as their golden glistening bodies released waves of power, halcyon bone armaments 
covering their muscular bodies as these existences followed the Boundary of Physique! 



The power held within their bodies was massive as it could ruptured the fabric of Reality 
with a tap of a finger, this whole squadron looking like a Celestial group of paladins 
carrying out justice. 

But to Noah..he was seeing an entirely different scene when he gazed towards them. 

HUUM! 

He saw their muscular bodies broken down into countless vessels. 

He saw the blood coursing through these vessels and throughout their whole bodies in 
intricate lines that all moved together in synchrony. 

He felt a pull from this Blood as he felt like..he could disrupt this synchrony! 

Eckert, Eowyn, Guinevere, Morgana, and all the others were just beginning to arrive into 
this Dimension when they saw Noah's figure tap towards the staunch and powerfully 
blazing Ancestral Descendants. 

A single tap as an instant later, a crimson multicolored glow flashed as this whole 
squadron of Ancestral Descendants came to a halt. 

...! 

Realization hit these existences first more than anyone else as fantastically..a single tap 
from the enemy they faced took utter control of their own Blood as in the next instant, 
their own Aspects of Existence listened to them no further! 
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Blood. 

Noah had a unique relationship with this concept from his roots as the Vampyre 
Progenitor Lineage to his Edict as the Sanguine Emperor. 

And now with the Boundary of Blood, he was elevated to a stupendous extent where the 
bodies of existences reinforced by concepts going towards EXTREMITY..he could now 
manipulate their Blood! 

Aeonic Marionette, Thermovariance, Bloodline Manipulation, Aeonic Sanguine 
Combustion...all were but mere possibilities for Noah as at this moment, the single tap 



of his finger utilized Aeonic Hemokinesis to stop the flow of Blood that closely wrapped 
around these being's very existence. 

He felt the intricate rush of power as the verdant hair of this Prana Dimensional Clone 
was currently getting a bright Crimson sheen due to the thorough changes being carried 
out for Noah's True Sanguine Clone by his Lineage. 

He didn't get swallowed by the feeling of this power as he continued to see the 
application of his new capabilities! 

He focused on the leading muscular Ancestral Descendant who held the most power as 
he then spoke out lightly. 

"Aeonic Sanguine Combustion." 

HUUM! 

His eyes gazed at the surging stellar blood within this being as he imagined it beginning 
to burn, and fantastically..the viscous liquid began to Combust as a few hundred Aeonic 
Damage Values surged out from the very Aspects of this being's existence, his golden 
sheen on his skin changing as it cracked and splintered while soon after... 

POOF! 

His body erupted in a stellar shower of crimson gold flames as a torrential pool of blood 
formed- Blood that surged out as if it was possessed towards Noah's figure as he 
opened his jaws to devour this radiant burning blood! 

"Ah..." 

An explosion of taste exploded in Noah's mouth as he was reminded of his active days 
as the Vampyre Progenitor. 

<You have devoured all of the Aeonic Blood of an Existence holding the Golden Planar 
Boundary of Physique, the Golden Planar Boundary of Light, and the Obsidian Planar 
Boundary of Fate. Which Boundary do you wish to Designate all the signature of the 
devoured blood to?> 

The Second Layer of the Boundary of Blood said he could devour the Blood of others 
who held a certain Boundary, and if he devoured enough being with this Boundary- he 
could gain the First Boundary Layer of this Boundary! 

It was singular. 



It was already ridiculous for him to be capable of getting a concept expanded to a 
Boundary just by devouring blood, and it would have been unbelievable if this was 
applicable to multiple Boundaries! 

So among the options he was given, he chose the Obsidian Planar Boundary while his 
eyes released a hungry light- the euphoria of Blood that he hadn't dwelled in since his 
active Vampyre Progenitor days rising up! 

He only dwelled in the memory briefly as his tongue passed over his sharp canines, 
wasting no time as his Will surged out to the squadron of Ancestral Descendants as one 
after another... 

POOF! 

POOF! 

As if they were mere balloons or bags of blood, their Boundary of Physique was ignored 
while they fell under the command of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor. 

A golden light of Fate tried to keep their bodies together, but these beings had only 
achieved the First Boundary Layer of Fate while Noah had the Boundary of Blood at the 
Second Layer! 

The discrepancy in strength was clear as these Ancestral Descendants perished one by 
one, rivers of incandescent Crimson gold blood flowing towards Noah as he took all of 
their Aspects of Existence and devoured it through Blood. 

It meant there was nothing left behind to multiply in quantity or quality to turn into 
Quintessential Treasure Caches. 

The rivers of Blood surged towards Noah and were all devoured as only a single 
Ancestral Descendant was left behind, his body vibrating and trying to break free as the 
authority of his Boundaries tried to retake control of his Blood, but it was impossible! 

"Come." 

Aeonic Marionette activated as the very sanguinity of this being was controlled, his body 
floating forward. 

Eowyn, Eckert, and all the others just arriving had nothing to say at this sheer trampling 
that Noah was giving out, barely being able to follow what this being before them was 
doing and planning as the body of the Ancestral Descendant controlling 
Boundaries..was brought to stand besides Eckert's enormous vessel of a Dimensional 
Hellion Ruler. 

"Hmm?" 



His cerulean eyes glinted as he gazed towards Noah while feeling the pulsing strength 
in the body of the struggling Ancestral Descendant before him. 

"Is your Soul strong enough to devour and Subjugate an Aeonic Soul?" 

BOOM! 

Destiny and Providence flourished around Eckert as for him, a shocking opportunity and 
path arrived. 

A possibility to instantly explode his power from where he was and to arrive at a place 
that seemed a long and arduous path to arrive at! 

Arcs of blue light erupted from his eyes as he judged the being before him calmly before 
he replied. 

"If you can heavily destroy his soul to the point of Death..I should manage to take over 
the remaining portion as after reconstructing and harmonizing the Aspects of Existence 
again, I should be able to instantly display 50% of his previous power. Whatever 
concepts he had outside of Edicts or Natural Laws...I am not able to attain yet" 

The unique aspect of Eckert displayed itself as Noah nodded, his eyes surging out with 
controlled Aeonic Soul Damage that smashed into the Ancestral Descendant as his 
eyes dimmed a great deal. 

The others watched this unique scene as before they could even absorb everything... 

HOONG! 

They realized the endless and cold seas of Fantasia around them instantly disappeared 
at this moment, a void of space settling around them as in the background of all 
this..Noah's Clones that protected the Pocket Dimensional Reality had already finished 
their jobs and devoured the whole of Fantasial 

Yet another Dimension was secured as Guinevere came towards Noah's figure while 
The Mirror of Death that Eckert had subjugated began to eat up and dominate the soul 
of an Ancestral Descendant. 

<How many Dimensions remain?> 

Her gaze was that of valor and worry as Noah's clone that continued to shine with an 
ever vibrant Crimson gold glint gazed afar while replying. 

"Mirror should soon be done as after that..only Elysium and Quantum remain." 

...! 
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Events continued to propagate and move along as a critical time was nearing! 

Guinevere and the others heard of the progress made as they could not yet celebrate, 
these ancient beings knowing that they had yet to face the truly powerful existences that 
would stand in their way at the final juncture. 

Eowyn had a stern expression as she was still connected to Noah and knew the details 
even more intricately, her melodious voice echoing out at this moment. 

"Shall we make our way to the Mirror Dimension?" 

"No.." Noah shook his head at her question as the False Epochal Blades of 
Quintessence that she and the others held began to pulse. 

"Head to the Quantum Dimension. This will be the final one as your aim is to simply take 
the time of the Ancestral Descendants and reduce the rate of destruction of the Source 
of Quantum." 

Noah said this as he could already see many constantly changing motions across the 
remaining Dimensions at the moment! 

For one, the visage of Desiderius that he had displaced to an Apocalyptic Parallel Path 
had already returned to the Main Path, his figure barreling into the Elysium Dimension 
as this was one of the few remaining Dimensions that his VOID covered. 

And it was where True Emperor Hideyoshi himself was waiting with his Legion. 

Then, there was the Mirror Dimension! 

- 

"Come, we have no time to waste!" 

An authoritative voice beckoned towards the figures of Katelyn and Noah as multiple 
Mirror Dimensional Rulers stood behind the Mirare Queen, Katelyn's mother being one 
of them as her essence wrapped around Katelyn and Noah to place them behind others 
of the royal Lineage of the Mirror Dimension as a few dozen beings could be seen in 
this cluster, each more beautiful and prideful than the last. 



A Quantum Dimensional Ruler stood beside the Mirare Queen as he waved his hands 
to cut open a rift in space, the pull of the Quantum Dimension strong within his Bloodline 
as he paved the way forward. 

They had previously been told that they would be among the lucky few to go through the 
Pylon of Ascension and leave the Barren Lands to escape Cataclysm, and it seemed 
this promise still held as they were being shuttled to the Quantum Dimension. 

They could feel terrific auras that nobody here could stand against from the far reaches 
of the Mirror Dimension as common Dimensional Rulers were far outclassed at this 
moment, the Mirare Queen being the first Ruler to step into the folds of space towards 
the Quantum Dimension as all the others followed. 

Mixed in this group, Noah had calm eyes and a hidden smile as he wondered how 
events would unfold..and whether those loyal to the Ancestors truly would find a way to 
escape the Barren Lands before its supposed destruction! 

If things played out uniquely and smoothly, he may still be able to arrive at the Havens 
of Extremity where the Ancestors were located. 

SHAA! 

The party of existences who were chosen mainly because of nepotism and a tiny bit of 
merit left towards the Quantum Dimension as uniquely, the region they just left..erupted 
with a terrifying devouring force as the Pocket Dimensional Reality Noah's clone was 
carrying went towards finishing the assimilation of the Mirror Dimension while another 
clone faces the residual forces of the long dead Commander Yvonne. 

In Noah's mind, countless waves of information were coming in as among the most 
important were the boons of devouring rivers of Blood from the forces of True Emperor 
Hideyoshi. 

The prompts were astounding as always. 

<Blood with high potency in the selected Boundary of Fate has been devoured. 
Progression towards achieving the First Boundary Layer of Fate is at 65%.> 

He had barely taken down a few dozen existences, and he was already 65% of the way 
there. 

Part of the reason for this was his Lineage that was able to traverse across Boundaries 
faster, this effect applying even to the effects of the Second Boundary Layer of Blood! 

It was something fantastical as after defeating the rest of Hideyoshi's forces and before 
even facing this being himself, he should have grasped the First Layer of the Boundary 
that this being enacted with his True Authority of Fate. 



It showed things were flowing towards a smooth direction so far as just when Noah was 
about to return his focus to the continuing changes of his Lineage... 

<<A Sealer seems to have found something.>> 

...! 

The voice of the Source of Reality rang out while Noah was still in his cocoon not too far 
away. 

His Will was just as vibrant as he listened closely. 

<<The one known as Theseus has been directly and without fail following the path of 
the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality. He is more than likely following the path of the 
Realities flowing in. He should reach soon.>> 

WAA! 

Noah's eyes flashed coldly as something out of calculations occurred. 

His Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality was not stationary as it waded across the 
Barren Lands swallowing Realities while also assimilating the many incoming Emerging 
and Prime Realities that Noah's Will had wrapped around since he made his grand 
announcement when he took the Throne of Quintessence. 

The movement of Realities was unique as Noah's portion of soul wrapped them with the 
Absolute Dream Authority that he could use for as long as his soul could bear, along 
with the Authority of Reality itself to hide them as they surged towards the 
Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality! 

Yet this being was capable of following them as he seemed distinct from other Ancestral 
Descendants..his progression in Boundaries not low. 

Yet even against such a being... 

<Hmph.> 

Noah's will vibrated with Tyranny as many possibilities arose in his mind as an instant 
later, he chose one. 

His Will resonated with the Fundamental Treasures of Nature and the Source of Reality 
as he came to gaze upon the Elysium Dimension and the Existences within it. 

He felt the domineering might of Desiderius as the body of this being raged with 
NULLITY while surging towards the forces of Hideyoshi! 



Things were coming to a crucial juncture as drastic actions had to be taken. 

The moment that the Mirror and Elysium Dimensions were devoured...Noah would have 
everything in the palm of his hands as only Quantum would be left! 

Noah's will surged with power as he gave the command... for the second out of the 
three possible chances of Displacement to be utilized on the Elysium Dimension- the 
location of where Desiderius and the forces of the True Emperor of Fate to be displaced 
to already being decided upon! 
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In the Elysium Dimension. 

The menacing and ancient visage of the 8 Echelon Obsidian NOBLESSE released seas 
OF NULLITY around him as he barreled towards the True Emperor of Fate and his 
forces! 

Hideyoshi was covered by a glorious golden glint as he seemed like an expansive titan 
as vast as multiple realities stacked together, the area around him covered with a 
golden domain flickering with white gold runes that pushed away the VOID. 

His Legion stretched out around this area as each one took positions in specific places, 
their Automaton Boundary Modulators released waves of authority as the Boundary of 
FATE tightly bound each of them! 

Unlike Yvonne, Hideyoshi seemed completely prepared with even a formation domain 
set in place as even when he gazed at the surging figure of Desiderius coming forward, 
he only turned somber while he prepared for battle. 

Two titans were about to meet in a terrific battle as just when authority was about to 
erupt during this clash... 

HOONG! 

An undeniable light of authority flashed and wrapped around everything. 

True Emperor Hideyoshi had a look of shock as he and his forces disappeared an 
instant later, while the obsidian glow around Desiderius only intensified as this existence 
had a calm and ancient look that was unperturbed, his voice only echoing out grandly! 



"That makes it two times. I wonder how many more times you have left..once? Twice?" 

His tone was utterly terrifying as he seemed to be asking the True Emperor of 
Quintessence..when you cannot use the authority of this Plane to send me away 
anymore, how will you face me? 

Because this being knew his level of power. 

And he knew the level of power of a recently crowned True Emperor. 

From his many years of experiences and calculations, he knew that even with an 
exorbitant amount of talent as luck, such a being would at most be able to reach the 
Third or Fourth Layer of a Boundary! 

Even if he exceeded all expectations and touched upon the Fifth Boundary Layer, 
Desiderius would still be unperturbed! 

What he wished to do and planned for many years would not be taken down by a single 
Key. 

So he didn't fight against the authority of the Plane as he simply waited to see where he 
would be displaced to. 

And... 

"Oh?" 

Waves of spatial light died down as the fabric of Reality settled. 

It was within the Boundary Between Realities of the Desolate Mausoleum. 

The target this time was unique as he appeared..right before the path of a sharp sword 
that was tearing across the VOID! 

<Theseus!> 

The bellow of True Emperor Hideyoshi could also be heard nearby as this titanic being 
drifted towards the position of the sharp sword that revealed itself to be a devilishly calm 
man with stellar dark hair- with eyes piercing and sharp as they came to focus on the 
NOBLESSE appearing before them! 

Their natural enemy appeared before their very eyes. 

The one responsible for laying down this void and no doubt connected to the removal of 
the Anchors. 



Theseus felt like he was close to reaching the place where Realities were clustering 
towards as just before this could happen, the NOBLESSE appeared in his way. 

It meant he was getting close to something crucial. 

It meant he had to get rid of whatever stood in his way. 

So towards his enemy, he didn't start a conversation as he only acknowledged 
Hideyoshi while this being set up his formation again. 

Theseus would have his sword do the talking! 

CAAA! 

The sword in his hands cried out as the surrounding void was dispersed, his eyes 
catching the lips of the 8 Echelon Obsidian NOBLESSE curving his lips in a smile as he 
uttered the words... 

'What an interesting choice'. 

Theseus didn't voice out or begin to converse. 

Nor did Desiderius as even though both beings had a common enemy, none of them 
freely talked to come to a conclusion about this as Theseus closed his eyes and called 
out lightly. 

<Pantheon of Swords>. 

HUUM! 

The dark and dreary surroundings instantly faded as everything in the surroundings 
became covered by an illusory light. 

A light that covered Desiderius and many more light years in the surroundings as a 
massive construct descended! 

A white gold dome-shaped illusory building with pillars made of massive sword light 
bloomed. 

Glorious rune etchings swirled around its structure as they seemed to be made from 
countless minuscule sword lights. 

It was akin to the Descent of a Celestial pantheon one would come across only in the 
Havens of Extremity. 



Terrifying torrential waves of illusory white gold sword flashed throughout this Pantheon 
as Desiderius looked around the white gold grandeur with a smile, his voice resonant as 
it echoed out. 

"Finally." 

WAA! 

"Someone actually decent has come down." 

A glorious recognition from a truly powerful existence. 

Yet it mattered not to Theseus as his sword cried outwith glory! 

- 

Noah monitored the countless events occurring all at once as the glory of Providence 
shone around him with brilliance. 

He was moving and proactively making plans as the only thing his eyes saw and 
focused on were the rising prompts from his actions! 

Like from the Mirror Dimension where he faced the residual forces of Yvonne. 

<You have devoured all of the Aeonic Blood of an Existence holding the Golden Planar 
Boundary of Shamanism, the Golden Planar Boundary of Darkness, and the Obsidian 
Planar Boundary of Death. The Boundary of Death has been selected as the designated 
signature of all devoured Blood.> 

<Blood with high potency in the selected Boundary of Death has been devoured. 
Progression towards achieving the First Boundary Layer of Death is at 75%.> 

The common Ancestral Descendants could not stand before him as the Mirror 
Dimension was at the point of complete assimilation. 

And when he shifted his gaze towards the Elysium Dimension that he had just displaced 
into his Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality... 

<The devouring and assimilation of the Elysium Dimension is 30% completed.> 

<The devouring and assimilation of the Elysium Dimension is 50% completed...> 

It was also on the path Noah wanted to see the most as he was closing in on the finish 
line! 
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Noah knew the psychology of extremely powerful beings that had lived for a long, long 
time. 

The longer they lived, the more experiences they accumulated as they learned of the 
nature of Reality and understood many things! 

Because of their vast breadth of knowledge though... many of them committed critical 
mistakes when it came to him. 

They placed him on the same stage as their past experiences and knowledge when it 
came to their opinion of him. 

They compared him to other Geniuses they had seen across the eons or examples of 
other beings similar to him! 

Noah had no doubt that none of the Ancestral Descendants had ever expected a native 
of the Barren Lands who had never even stepped out would be capable of killing them. 

And this was entirely true to an extent as logically, nobody had suddenly been capable 
of erupting with power and forming multiple Boundaries or achieving a high Boundary 
Layer in the Ages Past! 

Many True Emperors had risen as even they..would not be a match against others who 
had expanded at their initial stage. 

This was logic. 

The Ancestral Descendants applied logic towards him. 

Towards a being that bent logic and threw it in the trash! 

Now, Noah may not understand the existence that made OPPENHEIMER and the 
residual will of the True Emperor of the Age of Genesis cautious, but he knew this 
ancient being was also estimating him using other beings and his vast reserves of 
knowledge as comparators. 

Desiderius may even be estimating his worth and might to be higher than normal if his 
patience and power that he showed over the eons was to be believed! 



But..even when others thought they were being careful and overestimated him and what 
his power could achieve, they were still in fact..heavily underestimating his true worth. 

Because they did not have a comparator they came across before who could rise in 
power as fast as Noah. They did not have other beings to compare to that had anything 
similar to what Noah had! 

Did Desiderius know that Noah had something as critical as the Gourmandizing 
Dimensional Reality? 

Did he know the Realm that Noah constructed that mimicked the workings of the very 
Plane of Existence they were on? What authority this granted him access to? 

And..just what would happen when Noah fully had all the Minor Planes within this Plane 
of Existence bound to his construct? What would happen at such a critical juncture?! 

If Desiderius had even an inkling of the possibilities, he wouldn't have allowed Noah to 
continue collecting the Dimensions. 

If he or any others could foresee anything with their Concepts, they would have been 
warned to not allow Noah to accomplish his aims of pulling out all the Anchors! 

But they did not know. 

They did not even believe anything he was doing to even be feasible, nor that he was 
even doing something like it! 

No matter how ancient the existence was or how many years he had in Age...so long as 
they applied logic and used their own references in order to try and grasp his 
power..they were bound to fall before him sooner rather than later. 

<The devouring and assimilation of the Mirror Dimension is 100% completed...> 

<The devouring and assimilation of the Elysium Dimension is 100% completed...> 

WAA! 

His Will surged out with maddening Tyranny as there was only a single Dimension 
waiting for him to grasp. 

A Dimension intricately connected to the Ancestors as he could utilize the last and final 
chance of Displacement to bring it into his fold while removing all beings he did not wish 
to bring in the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality! 

But this would eat up the last of the Pristine authority of of this Era that he could utilize 
to exceed a Boundary Layer..or even maybe two. 



This wasn't to mention his prize for reigning as the True Emperor of this Age that also 
had sufficient residual True Authority of Quintessence to expand the Boundary of LOOT 
or QUINTESSENCE one, or expand the First Layer of two new Boundaries! 

Providence swirled and communicated with him. The Boundaries of Loot, Quintessence, 
and Blood surged and communicated with him! 

A more golden and glorious path was laid out before him. 

There were times when even he wanted to question if the paths laid out were truly the 
most pristine, but when he saw the results... 

<Blood with high potency in the selected Boundary of Death has been devoured. 
Progression towards achieving the First Boundary Layer of Death is at 100%.> 

With the closure and assimilation of the Mirror Dimension, one of the last two Ancestral 
Descendants under Yvonne turned into a river of blood that was devoured by him 
entirely. 

HOONG! 

His Main Body bubbled with billowing waves of power as yet another concept going 
towards EXTREMITY was added to him! 

<Your Aeonic Soul is undergoing further Refinement and Strengthening.> 

<The effects of the birth of your Planar Lineage of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor 
are spreading even faster.> 

<The Blood shared between your 9 Quintessential Dimensional Chassis is resonating 
with their respective Dimensional Realities.> 

WAA! 

<A Quintessential Resonance! Your connection to the Gourmandizing Dimensional 
Reality has forged another pathway of Resonance from your Quintessential 
Dimensional Chassis to the 9 Dimensional Realities in your Origin and the Bound 
Sources of Minor Planes inside the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality!> 

<The Second Requirement for the birth of an Innate Boundary has been unveiled!> 

Multicolored plasmic waves of radiance overflowed. 

Noah's body remained seated on his True Throne of Quintessence as shocking secrets 
were unfolding within his body- his Realm beginning to expand upon its established 
connections! 



He was waiting to see what the hidden requirement was to birth an Innate Boundary, 
and he didn't have to wait long as the path was revealed to be the connection between 
his Clones, their connected Dimensional Realities, and the Dimensions within his 
Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality! 

The 9 Dimensional Chassis would show the way forward. 

This was already inscribed as he should be able to affirm what his Realm would head 
towards after it's current stage. 

He needed the last Dimension for many reasons. 

He needed to ascertain just what the connection of Blood would give birth to! 

 


